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• GalvanizeU is a new division of the Galvanize Inc. ecosystem focused on designing, developing and delivering a *fully accredited Master’s* of Engineering in Big Data training to...

• Create a new class of data scientists with the **Theoretical Knowledge**, **Coding Ability**, and **Experience** demanded of top industry performers.
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• **Rarity:** Data scientists are really hard to find. "People call them unicorns," said Jonathan Goldman, who ran LinkedIn Corp.'s LNKD -1.77% data-science team.

• **Demand:** McKinsey Global Institute report estimates that by 2018, the United States alone could face a shortage of 140,000 to 190,000 people with deep analytical skills.

• **Growth:** Between 2010 and 2020, the data scientist career path is projected to increase by 18.7, and the big data industry is expected to be a 53.4 billion industry by 2016.*
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• **Background knowledge**: Understanding the *Statistics* and *Machine Learning* that goes on underneath the algorithms a Data Scientist uses.

• **Coding ability**: Familiarity with the coding techniques and tools required to build Data Science products.

• **Practical Industry Experience**: The ability to work with real world clients listen to business challenge and effectively transform and communicate how the challenge can be met by a Data Science solution.
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- **Mathematics:**
  - Linear Algebra, Normed/Metric/InnerProduct spaces, Multivariate Differential Calculus,…

- **Statistics:**
  - Hypothesis Testing, Probability Theory, Distributions and Random variables, parametric and non-parametric modeling,…

- **Machine Learning:**
  - Clustering, Classifiers, Recommenders, Regression models, Feature selection/Regularization, Advanced Optimization, Tuning and Testing, Bagging, Boosting, Ensemble Modeling,…

- **Data and Distributed Systems:**
  - MPP, Hadoop/Map-reduce, Spark, H20, DL4J, RDBMS, APIs, JSON, SQL, Hbase, PIG,…
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Getting their hands dirty:

- **Interactive Lectures** (iPython, live coding sessions, hands on learning)
- Daily supervised **Lab Hours** in the heart of the Galvanize campus.
- Working with **real world examples** from Galvanize Member companies.
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- Why is it so hard to find high performing data scientists?
  - Learning to do Data Science is more like learning in Medical Schools
  - More than just learning Anatomy, Diagnosis,…
  - We treat learning Data Science by putting a priority on helping students practice under the mentorship of our instructors…
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The Galvanize Community gives students the opportunity to work with *Practicing Professionals*

- galvanizeU Faculty are practicing their profession.
- Data Science consulting with our member companies on campus, and enterprise partners.
- Students get to observe, learn, and participate as their skills grow.
- Learn how to treat Business Problems with Data Science solutions
  - Listen, Design, Implement, and Communicate.
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Interested in joining the faculty:
Student Applications open 10/29/2014

Interested in joining the faculty: info@galvanizeU.com